How to get to Erasmus University College

Address
Erasmus University College
Nieuwemarkt 1A
3011 HP Rotterdam
Reception: +31 (0)10 408 9000
E-mail: euc@eur.nl

Metro from Rotterdam Central train station
From Rotterdam Central to Erasmus University College, it is a 13-minute trip. Take the metro (direction E Slinge). Switch metros at station Beurs. Follow line A (Nesselande), B (Binnenhof) or C (de Terp) and get off at station Blaak.

Walk from Blaak train station
From Blaak trainstation, it is a 5-minute walk to Erasmus University College. Pass the library, see picture on the right. After the library, cross the street, towards the Bagels and Beans café on the corner. Go into the street called Botersloot. The EUC building is in front of you, see picture (100m /350 feet away).

Tram from Erasmus University
Take tram 21 (direction Schiedam Woudhoek) or tram 24 (direction Holy). Get off at Blaak trainstation, a trip of around 9-10 minutes.